RETAILER IN FOCUS

Andrew Stephens with staff Nathan, Lucy and Hannah

FAST FUEL Invest and thrive
In July 2019, Sun Riser focused on a new to industry site the
Fast Fuel group had built in Beaconsfield, Melbourne. Through
Melbourne's hard COVID lockdown, the store has thrived and
continues to grow, generating impressive results. From those
learnings and results, the group set about future proofing their
remaining retail site offers.
It can be argued that it is during adverse times that true innovative
investment allows retailers to reap rewards. This statement applies
to the Fast Fuel group, who during near 12 months of Melbournes
COVID on and off lock down, went about completing two massive
store renovations at their Mt Evelyn and Wantirna sites, as well
as settling in their newly built store in Wandin. Combined, the
achievements of the 3 Andronicou brothers Phil, Con and Paul,
have set a benchmark for the independents. Marvelous digital
menu displays, counter food displays, Island walkways, thoughtful
category placement and COVID safe measures are some of the
features introduced.
This month, we focus on the Fast Fuels Mt Evelyn site, which
received a full make over and a new dealer operator appointed
in Andrew Stephens. Andrew comes from a hospitality / catering
background and has been involved in P&C sites for some time.
He was initially asked to bed in the newly opened Wandin store
back in mid-2019, with a plan to take on the Mt Evelyn site after
renovations were completed in July 2020 - smack bang in the
middle of Melbourne’s hard COVID lock down.
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Mt Evelyn’s renovations were mirrored on the groups' Beaconsfield
site. Larger retail foot print with a fresh look at floor shelving size
and placement. Emphasis squarely placed on category positioning
with strong focus on their counter offer. Food is clearly the hero
category and a priority in their design work with freshly made
sandwiches and great barista coffee as well as the usual fried fair,
which is still a large part of the overall offer. Looking at the food
displays, a customer can be confident in the quality and freshness
of their purchase, which allows Andrew to set firm retail prices. It’s
with this food offer, coupled with strategic category pricing, that
the store is achieving great results.
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In fact, this model of “localised pricing” and has been used
strategically by sites across their networks to adjust retail pricing
according to their stores demographic / local competition and
capacity to spend. Key categories such as tobacco and beverages
have been reviewed closely. With those two major categories
sorted, the store was completely relayed. Every consideration
was given when setting up the floor shelving from the entrance to
the front counter area. From height / width and depth of shelving
to category placement along with café seating space. Even the
style of lighting over the front food counter area was given special
treatment.
This is a high traffic site, positioned well on a major intersecting
roundabout and the gateway to the Yarra Valley. Fast Fuel has
always maintained competitive fuel pricing which strategically
drives very high customer numbers through their sites. The area
is a growth corridor for new build homes and young families along
with an established Industrial estate. Relatively high disposable
income encourages discretional spending. The store currently
trades as a limited hours site but prior to COVID was trading 24/7.
With the limited trading hours, refurbed offer and new site operator
the store is producing stronger profits for both parties.
With restrictions now slowly lifting, the store is now poised for
success well into the future. It is already surpassing shop numbers
pre COVID and is running at double digit growth across all major
categories. Cigarettes represent 27% of overall shop sales
(displayed under counter), beverages accounting for a whopping
20%, and food and coffee, the largest growth category, currently
makes up 20% of overall shop sales. This is an extremely strong
result against industry numbers, with management predicting
even further strong emphasis on food in the future.
A big part of the stores sales come from its forecourt offer. Being
so close to mountain ranges it has huge fire wood sales across
the cooler months, as many of the homes still use and install wood
fire heaters. Swap gas / Ice and even soda stream make up some
nice numbers along with a 3 bay car wash which seems to always
be in use. The area is also strongly supported by community
events and sports which allows the store to actively give back to
the community by sponsoring the yearly Mt Evelyn CFA Australia
Day Fundraiser.

When asked what it is that brought the group across to New
Sunrise, owner Phil Andronicou stated that the consistency
of offer across his network of sites was paramount. The overall
professionalism and structure of the promotional material was also
a stand out providing uniformity across the group. The knowledge
and attentiveness of their Business Manager helps tremendously
as the New Sunrise program saves time and money as a complete
offer. “As a partnership with a buying group it has never worked
better for us and our dealers. I’m glad we made the change".
The Fast Fuels brothers have continued a strong legacy started by
their father Andreas all those years ago, when the family bought the
Mt Evelyn site back in 1986. They have never stopped improving
on their offer having demolished and rebuilt the site for the first
time in 1996 and many renovations since. They feature heavily
within the local community and are an integral part of it. Fast Fuel
Mt Evelyn is the ‘complete package’ in petrol convenience today
and will remain so for years to come as they continue to give back
and look for opportunities to deliver on improvements.
If you are travelling through Melbourne I encourage you to
take a drive out to the site and say hi to the staff. You won’t be
disappointed. To the team at Mt Evelyn we congratulate you on a
sterling job. Well done guys and well done Fast Fuel group.
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